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Where we are going…

In today’s class, we want to 

 1) define what we mean by both sacred language 
and sacred architecture, 

 2) discuss how “to symbolize is to embed” is at 
the core of what makes language sacred

 3) look at written and spoken language as 
waveguides that work best in spaces that implode 
and eject plasma 

 4) use the above to talk about how Enochian– the 
language and the “Temple”– combines both of 
these and in so doing implies a higher 
intelligence with a higher technology



Enochian/ Ophanic/ Angelic

Why is it hard to explain what part is a language 
and what is the “furniture” that sets up the Temple?

Because is both: a properly set up Enochian 
“Temple” is an installation where sacred space and 

language work together.

Think of Enochian as what (some) written language 
might have been before humans turned it into 

something else.



What We Assume

Most of you know something about the work of Dan 
Winter and his ideas about language, and 
something about Vincent Bridges and his approach 
to Enochian.  You’re interested in emerging 
technologies.  You might even thing that some 
“ancient” technologies are now “re-emerging”

 Is how we use language in a sacred place one of 
those technologies?    And 

 Who engineered it?

 http://www.goldenmean.info/dnaring/index.html and goldenmean.info/ophanim

 “Complete Enochian Handbook” in The Ophanic Revelation or earlier versions on-line 
various places such as  https://www.scribd.com/doc/36151069/The-Complete-
Enochian-Handbook



Problems in Studying the Origins of Language I

Linguistics theories alone are not sufficient to 
answer questions such as:

 How did humans develop spoken language?

 Which came first, written or spoken language?

 How does language inform culture and vice-
versa?  (Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, “ “impossible 
languages,” “artificial” vs. “natural” languages)

 Why is/n’t mathematics a language?  Why aren’t 
petroglyphs (or are they?)  What about the I 
Ching?

 What is the relationship between a symbol and a 
pictograph, a phonetic letter, and a logograph?



“To Symbolize is to Embed”

(and why this is a very practical idea… like most 
spiritual concepts ought to be!)



Petroglyph symbols

Next image is from a book in progress, The Seowtewa
Family Murals:  A Library for My People.   The person 
explaining the petroglyphs is one of the authors, Kenneth 
Seowtewa





Unified Field vs. medieval talisman: what is the difference?

From Hieroglyphic Monad

https://www.metmuseum.org
/toah/hd/tali/hd_tali.htm

“A talisman is any object that 
is imbued with protective 
powers, and all cultures have 
manifestations of such 
objects.”

https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/tali/hd_tali.htm


Unified Field

Understanding the universe as a unified field– a Monad, At-one-
ness– should effect how we understand sacred languages and 
places.

The opposite of a unified field- lack of integration, fragmented 
universe

Physical life as separate from emotional or physical

Mind-body split (which is at the center of western metaphysicas
from Plato on)

The unified field is made up of standing waves.

Sacred languages work as waveguides that resonate with 
universal concepts.  They may or may not embed such concepts.



Written Language: “just” letters or symbols
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Esoteric symbols

What if we assume that they have coherence and over time 
we’ve forgotten what it was?

Example:  Magic Circle

Better example, and quick digression:  I Ching



I Ching

Yi Ching

Classic of Changes

Book of Changes

Divination text

Philosophical Text

One of the “Five Classics”

Where does it come from?

Graphic: 

Song Dynasty (960-1279) printed book of the I Ching

http://catalog.digitalarchives.tw/item/00/08/73/99.html

http://catalog.digitalarchives.tw/item/00/08/73/99.html


Changes of Zhou (周易 Zhōu yì)

4-10th centuries BCE

Reign of King Xuan of Zhou

Traditionally ascribed to the King or 

to the Duke of Zhou, but….

No one really knows.

Sometimes, it’s ascribed to Fu Xi.

Above: Seal script

Middle: Traditional Chinese

Bottom: Simplified Chinese

(source: Wikipedia commons)



An ancient painting of Nüwa and Fuxi (right) unearthed in Xinjiang province

By Anonymous - Zhongguo gu dai shu hua jian ding zu (中国古代书画鑑定组). 1997. Zhongguo hui hua quan ji (中
国绘画全集). Zhongguo mei shu fen lei quan ji. Beijing: Wen wu chu ban she. Volume 1., Public Domain, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9923834





Painting of Fuxi looking at a trigram sketch, painted by Guo Xu of 

the Ming dynasty

Guo Xu (1456–c.1529) - Telling Images of China (exhibit). Dublin: 

Chester Beatty Library. (direct link)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bagua
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ming_dynasty
http://www.cbl.ie/china/
http://www.cbl.ie/china/app_themes/exhibit/img/exhibits/large/img9-1.jpg


Oracle turtle shell 

featuring the ancient 

form of zhēn (貞) "to 

divine

https://commons.wikim

edia.org/w/index.php?

curid=16189952











At last!  We’re to sacred 

languages!  

Let’s consider the most 
commonly explicated sacred 

language, Hebrew, as 
mapped to a cube





Can a language be 

multi-dimensional?

Of course it can.  The fact 
that we don’t speak 4D 

languages just shows most 
people don’t think in 4D.



Symbols as waveguides embedded with ideas

Consider a Temple a specific particular type of sacred space:

Basically an implosion device and plasma ejector.

Example: Pyramids (Schwaller de Lubicz, The Temple of Man, 
the symbolique

If the physical space meshes with the wave guides within it, 
you have a sacred space.

Do we have multidimensional languagues?  (Other than 
Enochian, which you know we’re going to talk about?)





















To Symbolize is to Embed

To Embed is (or can be, when used intentionally) to Evolve

Alan:  
If you think of a thought that can be symbolized, and are 
thinking of a symbol that represents it, you have embedded 
that concept within the structure of the symbol (regardless 
of what the symbol is)

When we think of things, does the energetic properties of 
thought share properties with wave transmissions?  Is 
thought an action?

It is possible (holographic universe, holographic mind) that 
thoughts in whatever subtle medium they occupy share 
properties with wave forms

The mind is not contained in any one part of the brain- you 
have electrical wavefronts of transmission propagating 
through the brain



To Symbolize is to Embed, III

If the symbol itself is a wave guide, with the concept 
embedded within the symbol, then you get the properties 
embedded within the symbol when you are thinking of it, 
visualizing it etc

You get ammplified transmission of that symbol—the 
symbol is a densely embedded concept of the meme
What if it is so shaped that it produced more highly 
longitudinal wavefronts, much like one of the plasma tubes 
in TheraPhi—by projecting plasma with a particular spin 
you create effects that don’t happen otherwise.

When we work with the visualization of symbols in place of 
the concepts they represent, we are reproducing an effect 
that is similar—it amplifies and structures the wavefront in 
a more dense and embedded form.



To Symbolize is to Embed, IV

Reverse this!

You don’t need to know what a lens is for that lens to 
refract light

One type of Hebrew letters work best as waveguides… 
perhaps because they were intentionally re-created to be 
that. (“square” mystical Hebrew—not the older Hebrew nor 
the newer Hebrew)

Same flame letter from different angles

Which Hebrew letter you are selecting selecting an angle 
of perception, a direction of viewing

Color as result of angle of perception



What happens whan a language becomes multi-
dimensional?

Like we do w/ tetrahedrons when we make a pentatope
with a pentagram—we are seeing the tetrahedron rotate in 
specific ways by passing enegy through it at a particular 
angle, so it produces a cascade of energetic effects that 
would not happen any other way.



The Origin of Written 

Language

What if….



Some symbols / letters originally had a different purpose 
– closer to what we might think of as talismanic, but 
more than that.

The medieval view of talismans is a rather primitive view, 
after the fact, of the idea that focusing on certain symbols 
had powerful effects, on one’s mind and the reality 
around them

Orpheus, in the symbolic idea of him building Thebes, was 
directing energies, patterned energies, to build a city by 
using waves.

Symbols represent and sometimes are patterns that 
consciousness uses to create certain energetic effects
By observing and focusing on the pattern, certain 
energetic effects happen

If you want to induce this in someone or something else 
without his/her/its knowledge you can…. Its your karma.



2001: A Space Odyssey

Who remembers the obelisk?

Or, who remembers the unfolding 
symbol in The Last Mimsy?



2001:  the pre-history section- the monolith is planted in 
the area where proto-humans dwelt

The energy of the monolith drew them to it and started 
exercising their minds in ways that would not have 
happened without its intervention.  

What if some ancient symbols had a similar effect—they 
would stretch the soul complex– the mind/body complex–
the little plasma ball that is your soul-- so it would 
become more than it had been.  You would create new 
structures in your mind and evolve

Humans learned that they could also, by focusing on these 
symbols, create effects.

At first: magical talismans (through this picture I make 
things happen) Then power symbols

And later—a type of writing or something you could use to 
communicate



Alan:

“What if the very idea of recording one’s thoughts in a 
tangible fashion was a result of the changes in the brain to 
begin with, due to the exposure of those symbols?   And 
eventually, humans lost, on a conscious level at least, even 
the ideas that they made things happen, and focused on it 
to communicate and record ideas.”

Writing symbols as runes of power

Written Hebrew as sacred—“rediscovered” this among 
mystics

I Ching—encodes information- each hexagram encodes a 
wealth of information—but the shape itself is no longer a 
waveguide-- originally, it was associated with 
Connected to DNA



Enochian/ Ophanic/ Angelic

Why is it hard to explain what part is a language 
and what is the “furniture” that sets up the Temple?

Because is both: a properly set up Enochian 
“Temple” is an installation where sacred space and 

language work together.

Think of Enochian as what (some) written language 
might have been before humans turned it into 

something else.


